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QUESTION 1

Cloud Kicks has multiple business partners that assist with product fulfillments, and requires a web service 

to be exposed to the business partners. 

Each business partner needs to be able to query Cloud Kicks\\' Salesforce instance to retrieve the status of orders.
Additionally, each business partner should only be allowed access to orders for which the business partner is the
fulfillment vendor. 

The Architect does NOT want the business partners to utilize the standard APIs and would prefer a custom API be
developed. 

Which three design elements should the Architect consider in order to ensure the data security of the solution? (Choose
three.) 

A. Create a custom Apex web service using the "With Sharing" keyword 

B. Give each partner their own Salesforce login set to API Enabled on the profile 

C. Create a custom Apex web service with a fulfillment ID input attribute 

D. Query the Orders object with Dynamic SOQL based upon the fulfillment ID 

E. Set the Orders object\\'s sharing settings to Private in the Org-Wide Defaults 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers would like to create a custom team solution that can be used on a custom Loan 

object. 

The following requirements must be met: 

The Loan custom object should be set to Private in the Org-Wide Defaults. 

Any user added to the Custom Team object should have Read Only access to the corresponding Loan 

record. 

If the Custom Team record is marked as "Primary" then the corresponding user should have Read/Edit 

access to the corresponding Loan record. 

Which two methods will allow the Architect to meet the requirements? Choose 2 answers. 

A. Create a custom trigger on the Custom Team object that inserts or updates records in the Loan_share object. 

B. Create a criteria-based sharing rule on the Loan object that will share the Loan record with the appropriate user in the
Custom Team object. 
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C. Create Apex Sharing Reasons on the Loan object to identify the reason the Loan record was share. 

D. Create an owner-based sharing rule on the Custom Team object that will share the Loan record to the owner of the
Custom Team record. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers is designing a new community using the Customer Community license type. They would like to
have the users complete survey questions through the community interface and store the responses in a Custom Object
that has a lookup to the account object. Any internal user who has access to the account should be able to see all
survey responses. All Customer Community users should be able to see surveys filled in by other users for their
company, but not surveys for other companies. What are the correct security settings to achieve this? 

A. Set all Organization-Wide Default settings to be "Public Read/Write" for both internal and external users. 

B. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Private" for both internal and external users and use Sharing Rules
to grant the desired access 

C. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Public Read/Write" for internal users and "Private" for external
users. 

D. Set the custom object to be master-detail to the Account and leave the Organization-Wide Default settings as their
default values. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

The Collections department at Universal Containers uses Salesforce to track its efforts. All Invoices and invoice line
items are store in salesforce. Invoice line item object details, such as quantity and extended amount, should be
summarized at the invoice object level, and all users who can see a given invoice should always see all invoice 

line items. Without leveraging Apex code, how should an Architect create the relationship between the Invoice object
and the Invoice Line Item object? 

A. The invoice Line Item object should have a Lookup to the Invoice object. 

B. The Invoice object should have a Master-Detail to the Invoice Line Item object. 

C. The Invoice object should have an inner join to the Invoice Lice Item object. 

D. The Invoice Line Item object should have a Master-Detail to the Invoice Object. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Ursa Major Solar has the goal of increasing performance of the following: 
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-"Record Access" 

-"Sharing Calculations" 

Which three areas should an Architect review to help Ursa Major Solar achieve this goal? (Choose three.) 

A. Opportunity data, to ensure that no Account has more than 10,000 Opportunity records that are related to it 

B. Custom Object data, to ensure that no Account has more than 10,000 Custom Objects that look up to it 

C. Record ownership, to ensure that no user owns more than 10,000 Object records in the system 

D. Case data, to ensure that no Account has more than 10,000 Case records that are related to it 

E. Apex Managed Sharing triggers, to ensure that no trigger id querying more than 10,000 Object records 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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